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Abstract: Carrier effects of extracellular vesicles (EV) like exosomes refer to properties of the vesicles
that contribute to the transferred biologic effects of their contents to targeted cells. This can pertain to
ingested small amounts of xenogeneic plant miRNAs and oral administration of immunosuppressive
exosomes. The exosomes contribute carrier effects on transfers of miRNAs by contributing both
to the delivery and the subsequent functional intracellular outcomes. This is in contrast to current
quantitative canonical rules that dictate just the minimum copies of a miRNA for functional effects,
and thus successful transfers, independent of the EV carrier effects. Thus, we argue here that transfers
by non-canonical minute quantities of miRNAs must consider the EV carrier effects of functional
low levels of exosome transferred miRNA that may not fit conventional reductionist stoichiometric
concepts. Accordingly, we have examined traditional stoichiometry vs. systems biology that may be
more appropriate for delivered exosome functional responses. Exosome carrier properties discussed
include; their required surface activating interactions with targeted cells, potential alternate targets
beyond mRNAs, like reaching a threshold, three dimensional aspects of the RNAs, added EV kinetic
dynamic aspects making transfers four dimensional, and unique intracellular release from EV that
resist intracellular digestion in phagolysosomes. Together these EV carrier considerations might
allow systems analysis. This can then result in a more appropriate understanding of transferred
exosome carrier-assisted functional transfers. A plea is made that the miRNA expert community, in
collaboration with exosome experts, perform new experiments on molecular and quantitative miRNA
functional effects in systems that include EVs, like variation in EV type and surface constituents,
delivery, dose and time to hopefully create more appropriate and truly current canonical concepts of
the consequent miRNA functional transfers by EVs like exosomes.

Keywords: exosomes; micro vesicles; extracellular vesicles; miRNA; systems biology; antigen
affinity columns

1. Introduction

The prior paper on this subject proposed that intercellular functional transfers of
miRNAs via extracellular vesicles (EV), like exosomes that seem impossible according to
current concepts, are dependent on carrier effects of the exosomes themselves that were
not considered previously.

Carrier effects identified included the great variety of various EV subtypes, and the
survival of exosomes under very harsh conditions like hypoxia and in the highly acidic and
digestive enzyme-rich environment of the stomach. Further reviewed were quantitative
carrier effects, like the minute attoliter volume of exosomes that cause a high concentration
of the contained low-doses of miRNAs.
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Additional quantitative carrier effects were that only a small subset of the applied
exosomes actually participated in the miRNA transfers, and furthermore, only a small
subset of the total recipient cell population was actually targeted for the miRNA transfers.
Together, these carrier properties of exosomes were proposed to enable low dose miRNA
transfers, not contemplated as possible by classical canonical thinking that does not consider
the biologic carrier roles of the transferring EV.

In this follow up paper, numerous exosome surface activations of target cells are
considered as carrier effects, as are intracellular properties of the delivering exosomes; like
their intracellular resistance to the acid/enzyme rich environment of phagolysosomes, that
are postulated to confer augmented actions on contained low-dose miRNAs. Furthermore,
we suggest that functional low-level transfer of miRNAs do not fit conventional reductionist
stoichiometric concepts. As an alternate, it is proposed that Systems Biology Concepts
are more appropriate to the multiple biologic carrier, dependent actions that can result in
epigenetic actions of the exosome transferred miRNAs.

2. Regarding Nomenclature: EVs vs. Exosomes

Although, there is a published opinion that at the moment the term extracellular
vesicle (EV) is recommended for the natural vesicles discussed here [1], the term exosomes
is preferred as the generic term for the main functional subset of released nanovesicles that
transfer miRNAs.

The alternate recommended term, “Small EV” is not a solution as “small” is an
indefinite word to be used strictly when comparing exosome to larger micro vesicles (MV).
The functional biology of miRNA transfers, which is the focus here, is hardly ever ascribed
to MV or even to smaller exomeres. The significant overlap anatomically of exosomes and
apoptosis-derived amphisome vesicles, with both arising during intracellular formation
via the endosomal pathway, means that the latter might be involved [2]. However, there
are few or any recognized instances of productive transfer of RNAs by amphisomes, and
they are about cell death, not life.

3. Low-Dose Delivered Exosome miRNAs Do Not Act like Hormones or Cytokines

Disagreements concerning exosome miRNA transfers have resulted in bewilderment
and non-belief by conventional miRNA workers. This is a good thing. New data beyond
the existing rules obtained from experiments on entirely new exosome carrier transfers of
miRNA can lead to new non-canonical concepts. Disagreements can occur if one regards
miRNA delivery to cells as acting like hormones or cytokines. Conventionally, these are
unlike exosome transfers of genetic information via miRNAs. Instead, these agonists bind
to specific cell surface receptors, triggering the stimulation of linked intracellular signaling
cascades that mediate and regulate the consequent effects of the hormones or cytokines on
gene expression involved [2].

In contrast to hormones and cytokines [3,4], the miRNAs transferred by carrier-acting
exosomes are not distributed homogenously in the blood, but confined in the small volume
of EV, such as exosomes. Surface delivery of these natural nano particles to targeted
cells, followed by the classical binding of their carried miRNA to cytoplasmic mRNAs,
to then inhibit protein translation, is thus far their only recognized function. However,
considering the carrier effects, it is clear that functional alterations mediated by exosome
transferred miRNAs do not entirely act in this conventional manner. To strictly apply the
hormone concept, where the molarity of the transferred miRNAs is just considered alone,
excluding the likelihood that they have intracellular amplifying mechanisms due to their
exosome carriage is a denial of the actual biology. Thus, as noted, exosome extracellular and
intracellular carrier actions, which are the physiological mode miRNA transfers provide
additional mechanisms with, enable enhancement of their conventional miRNA effects.

Other molecular miRNA effects beyond mRNA silencing have been considered, but are
not yet fully realized. An example beyond mere mRNA targeting of miRNAs involves the
emerging information of miRNA acting in the nucleus. These non-canonical nuclear actions
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of miRNAs include the influence on transcription and other intra nuclear mechanisms
of gene regulation. These include silencing or activating transcription via specific gene
promoters, and modulating co-transcriptional alternative splicing [5,6]. Such nuclear effects
are beyond the canonical concepts of transferred miRNAs acting solely on cytoplasmic
mRNA [1,2,7,8]. Furthermore, a recent study found nuclear miRNA interacting with DNA
via the RNA stem-loop acting on sense and antisense DNA strands with suppression
of transcription [9]. Additionally, miRNAs have been shown to interact at the genomic
loci, where enhancer-derived RNA are transcribed, and can increase the mRNA levels
in adjacent genes by promoting a transcriptionally active chromatin state while altering
alternative splicing profiles [10].

Relevant to conventional ideas pertaining to hormones or cytokines, the measured
total miRNA concentration in plasma is in the range of 2–6 fentomoles per milliliter [11]. A
single miRNA type, thus way below femtomoles among this mixture, could be crucial for a
given function, or a few miRNAs may act in concert. This is therefore only a small fraction
of the total miRNA amount in plasma, that we in fact found can be sufficient when carried
by exosomes [12] (Figure 6b). Thus, it seems that if an individual circulating extracellular
miRNA is functional, then when acting alone they would be functional at levels that are
likely to be far below femtomoles. This is another reason to recognize an important role
for the augmenting exosome carrier effects on the established biological functions of the
miRNA delivered to the target cells.

The carrier augmentation of the effective concentration of low-levels of free miRNAs
was discussed in the prior paper [13]. We pointed out that adding say 10 femtomoles of
miRNA to just a milliliter of plasma results in a concentration of 10 femtomoles per milliliter
(10−3 L). In contrast, considering that instead the 10 femtomoles are in the 10 × 1010

exosomes normally found per milliliter of plasma, with each exosome at an average
diameter of 100 nano Meters, having a calculated internal volume of 50× 10−18 L (attoliters),
this results in a concentration of these miRNAs of only 10 femtomoles per 10−8 L, not
per 10−3 L (i.e., 1010 exosomes × 10−18 L = 10−8 L). Therefore, exosome carriage brings
a much greater concentration; here a 105 = 100,000 fold increased concentration (10−3 to
10−8 L); i.e., from a femto molar concentration to a 100 nano-molar concentration (from
10−15 Moles or femtomoles to 10−10 Moles or nano-molar); thereby constituting an obvious
carrier-acting effect, with EVs delivering a much higher concentration, likely with greatly
enhanced biologic function as a result of the miRNA transport being in a very tiny volume
of exosomes [13].

In fact, although the major proportion of circulating miRNAs is in exosomes [14–18],
certainly some are free and protected from extracellular RNases by attachment to chaper-
ones, like Argonauts [19–21], and lipoproteins, and in these forms they are also able to be
transferred to targeted cells [22,23]. miRNAs not associated with exosomes, but instead
borne by such chaperones, seem to function via an alternate pathway of miRNA action.
However, in fact, this finally can involve their subsequent in vivo association with exosomes
for later delivery by carrier mechanisms via locally present and relevant exosomes [12].
Therefore, these resulting exosome carrier-acting effects can also apply to these original
non-exosomal modes of delivery.

In contrast to miRNAs, specific hormones like steroids are at nano-mole (10−9)
amounts without carrier delivery mechanisms [23], compared to some experiments showing
truly functional effects of exosome-delivered femtomoles (10−15) of miRNA [12] (Figure 6b).
Therefore, considering just miRNA separate from its delivery via exosomes, their activity
would be mediated at more than a million fold lower amounts than hormones and cytokines
(i.e., 10−15 femtomoles of miRNA compared to nano-mole (10−9) amounts of hormones
and cytokines. Further, peptide hormones like parathormone and some cytokines, like IL-4
and IL-6, are normally present in the blood at pico-molar concentrations (10−12), but these
blood levels can increase 1000-fold with some forms of cell stimulation [24]; still suggesting
that in some instances separate miRNAs can act at much lower levels [i.e., about 10−15

moles or 100,000 (105) fold less] when carried by exosomes [12] (Figure 6b).
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We have noted that the conventional hormone stoichiometry formulation for intracel-
lular activity of miRNA estimates that intracellular levels of a given miRNA need to be at
about 100 to 1000 miRNA copies per targeted cell for standard effects due to interacting
with mRNA [25–33]. Therefore, in the absence of known cellular surface “receptors” for
miRNA, we hold that it is unlikely that plasma miRNA at femtomolar concentrations can
function like hormones. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the assumption of miRNAs
acting like hormones in a canonical fashion is not appropriate. Therefore, since miRNAs
are in EV like exosomes, we have proposed instead that they deliver mRNA silencing by
“exosome carrier effects”; bringing many possible new properties to miRNA effects, as
reviewed here and elsewhere [34]. In fact, without specific receptors and considering the
non-physiological nature of direct addition isolated miRNAs or artificial genetic expression
of miRNAs; both involving artificial non-physiological laboratory experiments, it seems
that delivery by carrier exosomes may be the only mechanism for intercellular transfers
of miRNAs.

4. Exosome Surface Activation of Target Cells Are Carrier Effects

For exosomes, and other EV like larger MV, a key step toward transferring function to
targeted acceptor cells, is the binding and then fusion of their mutual surface constituents.
These consist of complex distinctive and unique target cell binding surface molecules on EVs
consisting of potential ligands like proteins, lipids and poly saccharides, with the targeted
cells plasma membranes having corresponding semi-specific surface receptive binding
molecular arrays [13,35]. Thus, carrier effects can involve the binding of exosome surface
signature membrane proteins to appropriate matching receptors on the target cells [36–38],
and subsequent exosome uptake mechanisms that can vary depending on the recipient
cells involved [35,36,39]. Exosome surface ligand molecules that are potential target cell
activators include: heat shock proteins (HSP) [40,41]; heparan sulfate [42]; survivin [43];
integrins [44]; lactadherin [45]; intercellular adhesion molecules like ICAM-1 [46]; KIT-
ligand for c-KIT receptor (CD117) [47]; fibronectin [48]; fas ligand [49]; epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) [50]; amphiregulin [51]; TLR3 and TLR4 [52]; signaling molecules
like wnt [53,54] and Ephrin [55]; cytokines like surface-bound TGF-b [56,57]; and IFN-g
and its receptor [58]; as well as common membrane receptors for transferrin [59] and
insulin [60].

Other demonstrated potential exosome surface activators of targeted cells include:
antibody (Ab) free light chains [61–64]; αβ-T cell Ag/MHC receptors [65,66]; procoagu-
lants [67,68]; tetraspanins [69,70]; TIM4-binding phosphatidyl serine [71]; heparin-binding
proteins [72]; histones; and annexins [73,74]; MHC class I and II; immune checkpoint or
negative co-stimulation molecules (PD1, PDL-1) [75,76]; complement components [77,78];
glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans [79]; binders of the TAM family of tyrosine ki-
nases [80]; enzymes like ADAM family members [81]; sialidases [82–84]; DNA [85–87];
various lipoproteins like Apo E [78]; LDL receptor [88]; tumor necrosis factor receptor-
1 [89,90] and various thiols.

Overall, this is a staggeringly enormous list of possible exosome surface entities
that might activate the targeted cells, to promote consequential intracellular transfers
of miRNAs; perhaps therefore augmenting effects of low doses of the exosome carrier
transferred miRNAs. Furthermore, there is great heterogeneity here since exosome surface
marker protein expression is different even among related cell lines and likely even from a
single cell [91,92]. These surface proteins influence the uptake rate into the recipient cells;
according to their particular expression on exosome surfaces [93]. Therefore, it is likely that
different membrane protein expression and expression of particular arrays on exosomes
likely play a role in tissue-selective and cell-selective uptake. Additionally, further target
cell activating exosome carrier effects can be mediated via yet other neighboring exosomes
that are also impinging on the target cell surface, but not eventually transferring miRNAs.

Note that with cell activation, endogenous copies of a given miRNA in the targeted
cell can vary six-fold per cell, and the total RNA can vary ten-fold to influence the effects of
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the transferred miRNAs [94]. In addition, with certain cell activations and the resulting cell
differentiation towards greater maturity, there can be up to a progressive six-fold increase
in levels of a particular miRNA relative to the total RNA; that can at least be a 10-fold
rise [95,96]. Thus, the relative concentration of a given miRNA carried by an exosome for
mediation of biological effects might relate functionally to varying endogenous cytoplasmic
levels, dependent in part on such activation of the targeted cell [95,96]. Therefore, a
small amount of a given transferred miRNA can possibly go a long way. Thus, when
very little is added to a lot of endogenous miRNA, levels may reach a threshold for
productive interactions with particular cytoplasmic mRNA, in order to achieve exosome-
carrier mediated epigenetic functional effects.

It is useful to keep in mind that each single exosome has numerous surface molecules,
able to interact with a variety of different cognate receptors or ligands on the plasma mem-
brane of the targeted acceptor cells, and which can then, after uptake, interact additionally
with the endosome membranes of recipient cells. From the point of view of exosome carrier
effects, these sets of numerous interacting and possibly activating membrane interaction
pairs mean that exosomes are likely to display complex cell-binding and possible cell activa-
tion kinetics. These interactions therefore transmit multiple signals of variable intensity, or
even for other neighboring exosomes, activate the targeted cells without their being taken
up. Considering carrier effects, these cognate binding interactions lead to possible multiple
mechanisms of exosome mediated target cell activation, and possible fusion of the incoming
exosomes. Subsequently, various exosome mediated intra cellular activating mechanisms
that may influence pathways and processes triggered for eventual functional effects of
the transferred miRNAs and other exosome delivered cargo must also be considered. It
is further relevant to note that, the human genome encodes more than twenty possibly
involved activatable endosomal binding or signaling proteins; some with known fusogenic
abilities [97,98].

One example from our work is in the healing treatment of spinal cord injury (SCI)
with mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC)-derived exosomes. In this case, a particular subset of
these vesicles specifically targets a subset of M2-type “healing” macrophages among many
inflammatory cells at the local SCI site. This is observed to be far above any targeting of
many surrounding M1-type pro-inflammatory macrophages, and also a variety of other
leukocytes and tissue neuronal cells; such as macrophage related microglia, that are not
targeted [99]. When these (MSC)-derived nano-vesicles are synthesized in donor cells,
surface membrane proteins of the exosomes are, structurally, arranged differently compared
to the donor cell membranes. Here, the hydrophobic sequences of some exosome surface
proteins are reversed from conventional cell surface membrane orientation, such that they
are free to insert into the target cell plasma membranes, so that they undergo receptive
lipid reorganization, and protein restructuring [100]. Together this can mediate target cell
fusion with single vesicles such as particularly activated exosomes that are thus far the
only currently demonstrated process of vesicle/cell interactions [37]. After these processes
of intricate and diverse binding to the surface of target cells, the impinging exosomes are
taken up intracellularly by phagocytosis [101,102] or micropinocytosis [103,104], to then
move into endosomal spaces with clathrin coated membranes, or via lipid rafts [105], to
then proceed on into cytoplasmic phagolysosomes, or perinuclear lysosomes [106].

5. Exosome Resistance to Digestion in Phagolysosomes Is a Carrier Effect

It is quite crucial that subpopulations of “activated” exosomes with altered membrane
lipids, are known to resist very low gastric pH with mixed digestive enzymes [107]. Thus,
such subsets should be able to resist these conditions present in phagolysosomes that gener-
ally have a similar mixed acid/enzyme environment [108–116]. Perhaps as a consequence,
many current studies employing confocal laser scanning fluorescence antibody microscopy
show that labeled exosomes are frequently noted in lysosomes or phagolysosomes of the
targeted cells. The exosomes in this usually noxious and destructive environment seem to
be intact [102,106,107,117–127]. This suggests that there may be distinct new mechanisms
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of the intracellular release of functional molecules contained in the exosomes, like miRNAs
preserved in these intracellular digestive vacuoles, mediated by yet unknown mechanisms
to affect EV carrier assisted targeted cell intracellular functions. Observed slow drifting
diffusion of exosome contents in local cytoplasmic microenvironments is consistent with
such a previously unrecognized alternate intra cellular release mechanism [106,128].

Therefore, it is hypothesized that the release of contents like miRNAs from intact
exosomes within these intracellular digestive vacuoles may be via an alternate release
process that may, in one postulated scenario, be low-dose-over-time. This is in contrast to
the conventional phagocytic uptake of bacteria.

In this case, there is rapid dissolution of the organisms in the phagolysosomes; enabling
the immediate and total release, as well as the likely digestion of, bacterial contents. The
possible low-dose-over-time intracellular release of miRNA from seemingly intact exosomes
may have previously unexplored biochemical properties that can account for an important
carrier effect.

Of course, it has not yet been determined that those visualized exosomes are a subpop-
ulation that are not able to immediately release their contents and thus are still detected,
but eventually will release their miRNA. In contrast, those having already released their
contents may have dissolved and therefore cannot be detected by these methods. Alter-
nately, those EV visualized as intact in non-releasing exosomes that may have activated
pathways are important as effects of the miRNAs already released by other exosomes that
can no longer be visualized.

6. Systems Biology Is More Appropriate for Delivered Exosome Functional Mirna
Responses Than Traditional Stoichiometry

As noted above, exosome functional responses mediated by miRNA transfers likely
involve consideration of multiple possible carrier effects. Therefore, these functional extra-
cellular and then intracellular carrier mediated aspects are far more complex than simple
biochemical reactions due to added miRNA alone, or genetic expression; both usually
analyzed by conventional Michaelis–Menten rules, without a thought of the exosome
carrier aspects. This classical analysis of biochemical reactions originally concerned the
product of an enzymatic reaction that depended on concentrations of the substrates. Such
formulations are appropriate to reductionist thinking for single substances alone; like a
hormone or a cytokine and its receptor [129–131], as we argued above, is not appropriate
for exosome transfers of miRNAs. We propose that such simple stoichiometry does not
apply for functional responses delivered by exosome miRNAs that are accompanied and
influenced by numerous important vesicle mediated carrier effects.

Note that reductionist stoichiometry concepts even hold that complex entities can be
understood by this analysis of individual components, that are then brought together to
understand the whole [132,133]. However, it is increasingly evident that this approach
is insufficient for understanding a process like exosome transfer of miRNA epigenetic
functions. Instead these processes may be analyzed more comprehensively by applying
concepts of systems biology [134–139]. Thus, we hypothesize that such “big thinking”
alternative convergent systems’ biologic concepts apply to the functional activities of
miRNAs delivered into targeted cells by exosomes. Systems biology is a more appropriate
deductive approach that brings divergent components together to create novel synthesized
“out of the usual box” formulations that may best be analyzed as an interacting whole.

7. Kinetics of Exosome Carrier Influences for Analysis of “Real Life”
Four-Dimensional Effects

Analysis by systems principles can lead to previously unimagined ideas and concepts,
generating new experimental approaches to establish unanticipated algorithms. Systems bi-
ology would hold that exosome transfers of miRNA functions are composed of inseparable
complex interacting components that we posit are significantly guided by exosome carrier
effects. Such an analysis involves the inter-disciplinary study of complex interactions
within a such a diverse biologic system, using a new holistic approach to identify processes
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and not merely just the participating components [140–143]. A significant dynamic kinetic
influence on all the above arguments concerning carrier effects on the exosome mediated
transfers of miRNAs is that the involved exosomes likely bind to the target cell surface over
time and then can similarly act dynamically in the intracellular processes [52].

Finally, there likely are many exosomes that are impinging on the targeted cells, and
perhaps partially interacting with their surface without full binding or uptake, but still
possibly influencing intracellular events just by their partial surface activation of the target
cells [144].

For example, in our studies of suppressive systemically administered exosomes mod-
ulating classical cutaneous delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) immune responses, effects
of administered immunoregulatory T cell and B cell-derived exosomes on the time course of
elicited DTH responses were determined. It was uncovered that the dynamically measured
DTH responses are modulated by systemic administration of a single physiological transfer
dose of Ag-specific suppressive exosomes delivering miRNA-150 in particular. This single
exosome carrier delivered miRNA strongly inhibits a complex multicellular and multi
mediator Ag-specific immune inflammatory response in the ear skin of recipients over the
next four–five days, resulting in 80–95% suppression of individual responses measured
daily for the subsequent four days [60–63]. In fact, there is a linear immunomodulatory
circuit, in which the miRNA-150 transferred by the Ag-specific Ab targeting of the primary
(1◦) suppressive T cell-derived exosomes induce the Ag presenting cells (APC) to be altered
over several hours to then release different secondary (2◦) suppressive exosomes that
produce and then release yet another miRNA to inhibit the effector T cells by acting at
the central immune synapse [62] (Figure 1). Such dynamic complexity consisting of many
steps applies to almost all living systems, in which their biologic behavioral changes cer-
tainly include such kinetic changes over time, and require analysis in four dimensions; i.e.,
length, width, depth, and time. This makes responses really impossible to analyze just from
the static properties of individual or even some combined parts by the two dimensional
stoichiometry of the Michaelis–Menten rules.

Murine donors are treated with high systemic doses of Ag over time to mimic exposure
to the viral Ag during acute COVID-19 infection. This induces in the plasma suppressive
primary (1◦) exosomes derived from CD8-pos non-Treg suppressor T cells that become Ag-
specific by surface expression of Ab free light chains derived from companion B1a B cells
that also were activated by exposure to excessive viral Ag. The Ab free light chains bind
Ag-peptides in MHC on the surface of APCs to alter them epigenetically via the exosome
transfer of their contained miRNA-150. These functionally altered APC can then produce
secondary (2◦) suppressive exosomes with surface expression of the Ag-peptide/MHC
complexes that can conjugate bind to the αβ-TCR of effector T cells at the immune synapse
to suppress their functions. This results in transfer of other miRNA to inhibit effector T cell
production of INF-γ and other tissue altering cytokines.

Therefore, exosomes are considered to be secreted subcellular organelles composed of
many separate entities that function together in targeted cells over time. For impingement
and binding on particularly receptive targeted cells, one must consider that the biologic
effects are due to perhaps millions of individual varied complex nanoparticles with quite
variable surface phenotypes, like EVs such as exosomes and MV, potentially acting dy-
namically over time. This can be illustrated as multiple different interactomes that are
not in standard flat two dimensions, and not even in three dimensions. Additionally,
analysis should also include accounting for not only RNA sequence but also for three-
dimensional arrangement of the miRNA molecules in space [145], resulting in interactions
that can produce functional effects that can be augmenting or inhibiting while acting at
variable strengths.
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Figure 1. Exosome APC-Linked T Suppressor Circuit in Convalescent Plasma; Demonstration of the
Primary and Secondary Varieties of Ag-Specific Exosomes.

To this analysis we must further add the dynamic responses over time of the tar-
geted cells to the involved transferred entities. Such dynamic kinetic aspects of three
dimensional interactions become therefore a fourth dimension of intracellular interactome
targeted cell genetic sequence communication that is induced by the carrier mediating
exosomes [144–149]. This represents new sets of exosome-mediated molecular interactions,
often dominated by their constituent multiple coding and non-coding transferred RNA
types, and also their protein cargo of enzymes and signaling molecules and lipid cargo,
ongoing together in eligible semi-specifically receptive targeted cells, akin to established
networks of signaling and metabolic pathways recognized in other systems.

In these early times, there have been only a few published studies considering systems
approaches to exosomes [150–152]. Naturally there have been more numerous systems
biology descriptions proposed for the immune system [146,153–159] and also for a variety
of subjects that are related to exosome actions [160–166].

We need to begin to understand these merged functional kinetic interactome systems,
in which exosome miRNA is transferred and that depend on multiple EV mediated carrier
aspects, inducing detected and quantitated functional consequences, altering biologic
actions and relationships between and among various cell types. Such affected cells are
present in a tissue neighborhood that features a cloud of exosomes from diverse local and
distant cells, occurring in the extracellular space between all of the potentially interacting
cell types of that particular microenvironment [167]. We will need to examine how the
individual components dynamically interact as they operate over time.
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Such analysis requires, first and foremost, robust functional assays. These must be
objective, quantitative and highly reproducible. The functional assays need to be very
rigorous, since at this stage the input exosomes are very heterogeneous mixtures of different
types of density gradient validated nano vesicles that can include exomeres, exosomes, MV,
and also amphisomes and apoptotic bodies, Therefore, the carrier effects are numerous and
the transferred molecules are quite diverse.

The hope is to become able to construct models of exosome carrier promoted effects on
the targeted cells; including delivery, intracellular release and functional actions of miRNAs
over time, that are analyzed by systems approaches. This should enable the discovery of
holistic exosome miRNA mediated complex biologic entities and processes. This would be
akin to the study of organisms and tissues, not merely molecules and their receptors.

8. Analysis of Ag-Specific 1◦ and 2◦ Suppressive Exosomes Acting in Series on Contact
and Delayed Sensitivity

As noted, when examining exosome carrier-assisted functional miRNA transfers,
initial determinations must include repeated blinded objective observations of robust
quantitative altered functions of the targeted cell functions modulated by the transferring
exosomes, including in a major way, actual molecular epigenetic effects of the transferred
miRNAs. Furthermore, as a fundamental, it is also required to precisely determine the time
course and dose response of the functional effects delivered by the carrier-acting exosomes.
Dose response and time course studies are essential and basic to physiology, but are not
often conducted in exosome studies. These required initial data sets can then enable the
beginning of the analysis of processes for conceiving further optimal experiments that
can uncover unanticipated aspects of the process under study. In our case of exosomes
mediating Ag-specific in vivo T cell suppression of effector T cell immune inflammatory
responses of the CS type of DTH to low molecular reactive hapten Ag, our first paper
uncovered the particular importance of miRNA-150 transfer, and importantly determined
exosome dose response and time course by both in vivo and in vitro quantitative assays [63].
These findings uncovered an unexpected therapeutic duration of at least four days for a
single systemic physiologic dose of suppressive exosomes, administered once at the peak of
the recipient DTH response. Our second paper, again in the hapten Ag CS system of DTH,
tested the dose response of miRNA-150 association with a given physiologic number of
1010 Ag-specific B1a cell-derived exosomes; surprisingly, this showed that a remarkably low
dose of 50 femtomoles of miRNA-150 was sufficient for the systemic functional effects in the
ear skin of recipient mice undergoing active sensitized immune responses [12] (Figure 6b).

In the third and fourth papers, now in classical protein induced DTH responses [60,62],
we established that the exosome surface Ab bound to Ag-peptides complexed in MHC on
the surface of affected APC [60]. The delivery of miRNA-150 induced the targeted APC
to produce secondary (2◦) suppressive exosomes that had surface Ag-peptide/MHC for
the regulation of the function by finally targeting DTH effector T cells in cognate binding
via their αβ-TCR at the immune synapse by the transfer of separate different miRNAs [61].
These findings confirmed the above kinetics in different experimental systems, including
studies entirely with monoclonal reagents, consisting of classical DTH to the OVA pro-
tein Ag ovalbumin in the murine OTII system. These are transgenic mice that express
monoclonal alpha and beta-chains of TCR specific for ovalbumin 323–339 peptide in the
context of MHC class II Ag. We showed that systemic treatment with immunosuppressive
exosomes, that was begun at the height of the elicited DTH response was inhibited over
the subsequent 4–5 days, even when the exosomes were administered orally [60,62].

Further controls are needed to begin towards fully accomplishing a more comprehen-
sive and accurate analysis of exosome mediated transfers of functional miRNAs. These
must be carefully designed in order to attempt to prove that the results and derived concepts
might actually be wrong.

If correct, there then needs to be determination of particularly involved miRNA from
the secondary (2◦) suppressive exosomes, its molecular target and the mechanism of the
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actual exosome carrier-delivering and carrier-acting effects on the receptive targeted cells.
This will likely involve variations in methods, elucidating the mechanism of targeting
depending on the surface signature of the exosomes and the corresponding molecular
array on particularly receptive recipient cells and, importantly; whether the essential
findings can be reproduced in another biologic system. These experiments then will lead to
determining dynamic interactions, the identification of targeted intracellular cell biologic
and biochemical networks and then the encoding DNA and resulting functional alterations.
This will likely involve the identification of targeted transcription factors that are affected
by the exosome-transferred miRNAs, appropriate affected DNA sequences and consequent
altered specific gene expression leading to modified function; all with current technologies
that will be a major undertaking.

From such studies, there should then emerge a comprehensive database to undergo
the meta-analysis for beginning the formulation of algorithms with expression profiling
and clustering analysis to identify altered expression of genes of known function [168].
Posttranslational mechanisms of regulation can then become available to be incorporated
as large-scale data, hopefully via high throughput assays to incorporate all the data. This
is needed to formulate new hypotheses, and to then generate more refined algorithms to
hopefully suggest experiments that reduce the number of ambiguous network hypotheses.
At present, such algorithms are far from reaching a level of practical application in the
functional exosome field. However, early drafts to be progressively refined will be useful
for determining the optimal order and nature of experiments needed to resolve ambiguous
results by eventual hypothesis-driven research.

In summary, systems biology is based on understanding that the whole is greater
than the sum of the parts. It is collaborative, by integrating many scientific disciplines to
predict how a system changes over time and under varying conditions aimed at designing
multiscale models. Systems biology here would examine the living entity of exosome
transfer of miRNA-mediated epigenetic functional effects in targeted cells. This is seen as a
multitude of simultaneous interactions at various levels occurring together at any one time,
combined to emphasize the importance of the whole, via discerning interdependence of its
parts and kinetic aspects, compared to the standard reductionist approach of dealing with
isolated components in two dimensions.

As an example, reductionist approach studies of just the molecular biochemical ef-
fects of exosome transferred miRNA alone on mRNA translation are often conduced with
luciferase assays that exclude any alternative mechanisms beyond the effects of miRNA
transfers on mRNA translation. Instead, in systems analysis this simple aspect is consid-
ered, along with multiple levels of varying associated molecular and cellular activity that
are pooled for analysis together. Such a systems biology approach to exosome miRNA
transfers is interdisciplinary research, requiring technologies and expertise from a spec-
trum of scientific disciplines and indeed is beginning to be applied to the analysis of
exosome function [169–179] now clarified further with CRISPR technology to more easily
use mutations for analysis of the central alterations on gene expression [180–183].

9. Exosome Carrier Effects of Diet Absorbed Maize microRNAs in Pigs

An example is a very thorough recent study of pigs ingesting dietary corn for seven
days, in which it was shown that the maize-derived miRNAs were transported into porcine
tissues in a subset of exosomes that were likely activated. These EV partially resisted
harsh cooking (steaming), which might be due to the lipid composition of their special
carrier surface. These orally administered exosomes passed stomach digestion in vivo, and
showed similar resistance in an in vitro model of the upper GI tract [109].

They demonstrated cross-kingdom miRNA transfers. Thus, after the ingestion of corn,
a selected group of plant-derived miRNAs were found in various porcine tissues and in
serum from their systemic circulation. Furthermore, the plant miRNAs in the serum were in
host exosomes, suggesting that after surviving the stomach, the plant exosome associated
miRNAs were placed into host exosomes.
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These plant miRNAs, now in mammalian exosomes after oral administration, were
molecular chemically verified as plant in origin. Many miRNA sequences are universal
through all life forms and these miRNAs could be in this group. However, it is well known
that miRNAs from plants are much more sensitive to oxidation, compared to mammalian
miRNAs as a result of unique chemical conjugations. Accordingly, the miRNAs in the
tissues and blood of the pigs that were thought to be of plant origin were confirmed by
showing that they were significantly more sensitive to oxidation compared to those of the
host [109].

Finally, their transfer to the host, after passing the toxicities of the stomach, were
demonstrated to induce functional changes after systemic absorption. The plant miRNAs
from ingested corn detected in these mammalian pigs were shown to significantly increase
appropriate host mRNA levels; both in vivo and in vitro. This suggested that these plant
miRNAs were able to alter function in targeted cells in the pigs [109]. Overall, these
strong data suggest that exosome carrier effects of plant associated dietary miRNAs can
become present in host mammalian exosomes to alter targeted host mRNA levels; thus
they are potentially able to affect the function of targeted genes. Note therefore that the
proposed carrier-delivery and carrier acting processes occurring in sequence occurred in
this pertinent example. It seemed likely that plant miRNA in subsets of plant exosomes
were able to pass the harsh acid-enzymes of the stomach, and then become associated
with the host exosomes that similarly are able to resist blood RNases to then be active in
the host target cells that are receptive to these EV, leading to the mediation of epigenetic
functional effects.

These results are relevant to the initial prescient and still controversial studies from
the laboratory of Chen Yu Zheng in Nanking China. They showed the transfer of dietary
plant (rice) miRNAs in humans, that then were reported to enter host exosomes to then go
into the systemic circulation and subsequently affect liver cell mRNA levels and associated
biochemical function [184]. These important disputed results can now be viewed in the
context of carrier effects of exosome subpopulations. In general, pertaining to this crucial
area, aspects of the ingestion and perhaps background effects produced by other processes
present in the GI tract, such as inflammation or drug treatments, may produce activated GI
cell-derived exosomes that eventually provide their carrier- delivering and carrier-acting
effects, allowing the targeting of particular recipient liver cells to make possible transfers
of minute amounts of specific miRNAs [185]. Analogous changes from other processes
generating activated exosomes may also pertain to some of the other published studies of
cross species and cross kingdom exosome mediated functional miRNA transfers [186–189].

Furthermore, and pertinent here, there has been some concern by a few investigators
about such cross-kingdom transfers of miRNA via exosome delivery and subsequent
biologic actions [190–196]. These negative data and assertions beyond the data have
resulted in detailed and cogent replies from the original investigators who studied the
effects of a chronic rice diet [184]. In a subsequent study of humans acutely ingesting
watermelon juice, featuring more developed techniques to measure minute amounts of
plant-derived miRNAs amid huge excesses of similar host miRNAs, had very similar
findings [197]. In newer work they showed the therapeutic potential of cross kingdom
plant miRNAs in humans with hepatitis infections [198]. Finally, the wide potential biologic,
clinical and disease significance of such cross-kingdom transfer of genetic material has
since received thoughtful reviews and has been supported by additional favorable data in
many studies by other investigators [109,197,199–206].

10. Positive and Negative Data of Plant miRNAs Effects in Mammals Are Likely
Both Correct

I have had extensive personal experience regarding such controversies concerning the
original work in my laboratory compared to the negative studies in the work of others. In
two different cases these differences were aired in public at prominent meetings with large
audiences; at which the combatants were convinced that they were right. Indeed, it is likely
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that they both were right. The experiments in these past controversies showed variations
in results in what appeared to be similar systems.

However, it was eventually discovered that small differences in protocols or inter-
pretations of the data led to very different conclusions about the results. In one instance,
differences in the immune dose response to very similar antigens at different effective
doses in two different genetic strains of mice was the cause of opposing results; with both
therefore being correct [207,208].

In the current controversy about the effects of dietary plant-derived exosomal miRNAs
with biological effects in recipient mammalian hosts, there are instead vast differences in
tested systems, reagents employed and measurements of results to account for different
results obtained. Furthermore, there has been little interest or enthusiasm in trying to
exactly repeat all of the aspects of the particular experiments, in the laboratories claiming
divergent data in response to the published findings of others, such as the original chronic
rice ingestion studies mentioned above [184]. Additionally, there has been little realization
that in these systems per se, and especially concerning low levels of transferred miRNAs,
that there can be wide qualitative and quantitative carrier effects of the exosomes, as well
as host cell receptivity for particular exosome subsets, their miRNA delivery, subsequent
intracellular biological processes and effects, and variation in reactivity.

This is to be expected, since currently employed systems of study are biological and
very complex, compared to simple merely chemical data with suitability for a Michaelis–
Menten-type stoichiometric analysis. In many conflicting cases, it is falsely proposed that if
positive results in system A of other investigators are correct, then should any attempt at
system B, based on similar ideas but in very different systems, turn out to be negative, then
the results of A must be wrong. This is very poor experimental science.

However, results suggesting that some of the experiments are flawed due to artefactual
reagents being employed, or human or murine host miRNAs being misinterpreted as plant
miRNAs, or other inconsistencies, must be carefully dealt with [192,193,209–212].

11. Low Exosome miRNA Levels Mediate Function via Carrier Aspects

Our particular experiments in exosome mediated suppression of DTH determined that,
at least in some systems, low levels of miRNA can be carrier-delivered and have carrier-
acting functional effects in vivo and in vitro [12,60–63]. This was determined via rarely
reported dose response studies of miRNA association with B suppressor cell exosomes that
were able to regulate classical T effector cell-mediated cutaneous contact sensitivity (CS)
immune inflammatory responses to hapten Ag in vitro and in the skin in vivo [12,60–63].
These studies definitively demonstrated that these B cells that were imitating CD8pos T
cell-derived suppressive exosomes, delivered the pertinent miRNA-150 to targeted cells at
an in vivo functional end point dilution of only 50 femtomoles (750 pg, 10−15 Moles) [12]
(Figure 6b).

In a recent follow up study of the T cell regulation of protein-induced immune classi-
cal delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH), analogous suppressive exosomes delivered the
pertinent miRNA-150 to targeted cells [60]. Here, an analogous dose response experiment
showed significant in vivo suppression of DTH responses to an end point dilution of a far
greater amount of a thousand-fold more B cell exosome associated of this same pertinent
miRNA-150 (300 ng, 10−13 Moles). Therefore, this was quantitatively very different from
hapten-Ag CS, which is a very different system [12,60].

These data in CS and DTH verify an aspect of the dietary claims for oral route delivery,
achieving systemic activity of such small amounts of miRNA delivered by exosomes. They
also show the wide variations in functional miRNA carried by exosomes in different but
analogous systems; echoing the wide levels of plant miRNA copies found in human tissues
in the original paper on chronic rice ingesting Chinese individuals [184]. Our data further
demonstrated that in addition to IV and IP administration of these DTH-suppressive
exosomes, that small amounts of exosomal miRNA also can transfer the systemic inhibitory
function of just miRNA-150 among their diverse cargo over at least four days after a single
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administration of a physiologic dose. In fact, these recent studies of suppression of protein
Ag DTH have shown that the oral route of administration of the suppressive exosomes is
as good as, and even better than, the systemic IV or IP routes [60,62]. This finding favors
the idea that in some instances dietary food might provide miRNA to actually systemically
act functionally in vivo after oral administration [12,60,62], as originally proposed in the
rice dietary studies [184].

12. Exosome-Carried miRNAs May Add to Already Proceeding Intracellular Pathways

The most important aspect of the rice diet/miRNA stimulated controversy is the func-
tional significance of the reported low amounts of miRNA. Hanging over these issues are
separate unsettled complexities of the miRNA field about genetic mechanisms underlying
unknown and confusing canonical functions. There is uncertainty on the point of how
multiple miRNAs can have effects on many separate mRNAs [213], and the reverse; that
each mRNA can supposedly be acted on by multiple miRNAs [214]. Another unsettled
issue is the possibility that miRNA can act via non-canonical pathways. A developing
possibility is that there are functions of miRNAs beyond the cytoplasm, occurring in the
nucleus acting on transcription and other DNA gene regulatory processes [215].

In fact, growing evidence suggests cytoplasmic mechanisms of miRNA actions beyond
mRNA silencing. As most fields develop, it comes to be recognized that there are alter-
nate non-canonical pathways, that here could involve exosome carrier effects on miRNA
functional actions. This seems likely, given that miRNAs and resistant EV like exosomes
have been evolutionarily present for billions of years [13]. Other postulated cytoplasmic
roles of exosome transferred miRNAs include: re-thinking miRNA-mRNA interactions
concerning differences between the binding to mRNAs and the actual induced functional
changes [214,216]; or competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNA) that might inhibit the effects
of target cell endogenous miRNAs, perhaps acting as an miRNA sponge. These competing
endogenous RNAs could combine with miRNA carried by the exosomes, to then tilt toward
function due to the very small added amounts of exogenous exosomal miRNA. Therefore,
competitive action might enable a threshold to be reached.

Furthermore, there likely will be great variability according to the biological or clinical
context or conditions of the pertinent postulated exosome carrier effects, the resulting
miRNA:mRNA interactions [217,218], and the final epigenetic alterations. Note that new
results show widespread protein translational effects of miRNA seed sequence matching
to mRNAs, so that multiple mRNA seed sites for the same or different exosome carried
miRNAs might function cooperatively to give effects on multiple mRNAs [219], suggesting
cooperativity between different transferred pertinent miRNAs [220]. Furthermore, there
can be both positive and negative effects of miRNAs on transcription depending on some
non-canonical pathways [221,222].

Likewise, worthy of consideration are the possible competing effects of the reverse
sequence passenger hybridizing strand called miRNA*, that targets five prime conserved
ends compared to usual three prime conserved ends of the targeted mRNAs. These could
be co-transferred by the exosomes, transferred by other exosomes or already present
endogenously [223]. Additionally to be considered, are different effects produced by
exosomal carrier transferred miRNA binding to not only the three′ and five′ untranslated
ends of mRNA, compared to binding directly to the coding domain of the mRNA sequences.
Binding to mixtures of these three sites together or in sequence offer greater possible
diversity in the functions of even low doses of exosome carrier transferred miRNAs [224].

13. miRNA Two and Three Dimensional Conformations May Affect
Intracellular Activities

A potential large effect that has not yet been considered very much is the obvious
possible effects on activity of the folding ability of different RNA sequences into unique
two and three dimensional formations [225–230]. This is analogous to the biologic ac-
tivity of enzymes or antibodies due to such spatial conformations. Results from three
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dimensional considerations may provide consequent unexpected mRNA and protein inter-
actions dependent on such three dimensional shape orientations [231], that as noted can
possibly imitate the activities of enzymes (i.e., become ribozyme like, etc.) or antibodies.
Furthermore, such considerations open the possibility of miRNAs binding target mRNA
beyond just the sequence by instead skipping the strict sequence binding according to three
dimensional spacings.

These RNA conformations in space are already recognized as having effects on the
generation and loading of miRNAs into exosomes in the donor cells. However, expected
effects of miRNA and/or mRNA three dimensional conformations on exosome carried
transfer of miRNAs have not yet fully emerged [232,233]. Note that when pertinent protein
expression is quantitatively considered along with the relevant miRNA:mRNA interactions,
there is significantly better correlation with the resulting functional results [234]. Further
contributions along these lines could come from newly recognized regulation of gene
expression that is due to miRNA molecular target interactions that can reciprocally control
the function of the impinging miRNAs [235].

Additionally, there could be quantitative cooperative aspects leading to more diverse
and increased cell functional responses due to pertinent transferred miRNA and other RNA-
types also carried by the exosomes; like the numerous rRNA and tRNA fragments. This
might be via these RNA fragments affecting many mRNAs or other possible miRNA targets.
Such interactions would therefore multiply the effects from each delivered miRNA alone
on the mRNA seed sites [236,237]; or even mixes of transferred miRNA-3′ and miRNA-5′

cooperative seed sequence effects [219,238]. Although not cooperative in a biochemical
and stoichiometric sense, such merging of independent miRNA effects are known to be
able to add up to a 25-fold increased repression of mRNA. Thus, such target inhibition can
become more sensitive to small changes in abundance of single miRNA sequences, possibly
delivered by exosome carrier-acting effects [236,237].

Finally, a recent determination of a possible broad range of miRNA functional sites
employed a systemic large-scale transcriptome analysis. Extraordinarily, about two billion
potential miRNA interacting mRNA sites in humans were examined [239]. This massive
work uncovered not only canonical sites, but several novel non-canonical functional types,
that also have been noted previously [239]. Importantly, additional non-canonical sites
for miRNA interactions were found to depend on the employed experimental conditions,
which is the sort of thing215 that could account for differences in findings with small
amounts of miRNA between results of different investigators in the controversy summa-
rized above. This needs to have an exchange of competent lab workers actually doing
experiments in each other’s laboratories. The mass findings in this new work had extensive
experimental validation by employing multiple arrays and luciferase reporter assays with
stringent corrections for multiple testing [239].

The new sites were found to be evolutionary conserved by testing functionally in
zebra fish. Most contained Watson–Crick nucleotide pairings at the three′ untranslated
site in mRNAs. Although the proficiencies of function based on these new innovative
sites were weaker, true function was still induced [239]. These could represent low level
augmented stimulation that is mediated by exosome carrier effects on transferred low doses
of miRNAs. Overall, these newly recognized expanded interaction site types suggest that
miRNA mediation of epigenetic regulation is far more complex than currently thought;
especially if considering the added augmenting possibilities brought by consideration of
the various effects of the carrier-delivering and carrier-acting effects on functional cellular
alterations produced by the involved exosomes.

14. Overall Summary

Quantitatively, current canonical rules dictate the minimum copies of an miRNA for
functional effects, and thus successful transfers. However, ingested small amounts of xeno-
geneic plant miRNAs and oral administration of immunosuppressive exosomes exemplify
carrier effects on transfers contributing to the delivery and subsequent functional outcome
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of very low levels of transferred miRNA. These may be mediated by non-canonical minute
quantities of miRNAs transferred via carrier effects by exosomes to targeted cells. Therefore,
functional low levels of exosome transferred miRNA may not fit conventional reductionist
stoichiometric concepts. Accordingly, we have examined traditional stoichiometry vs. a
systems biology approach that may be more appropriate for delivered exosome functional
responses.

Exosome carrier properties to be additionally considered include: kinetic dynamic
aspects of exosome carrier influences that might allow systems analysis of the four-
dimensional effects; alternate targets beyond mRNAs; added miRNAs reaching a threshold;
three dimensional aspects of the RNAs influencing bindings; and unique intracellular re-
lease of exosome carried miRNAs from resistant exosomes in acid/enzyme-rich phagolyso-
somes. This applied systems approach can then result in a more appropriate understanding
of transferred exosome carrier-assisted functional transfers (Table 1).

Table 1. Carrier Effects of Exosome miRNA Transfers.

-Resistance to hypoxia and acid/enzyme mixtures
-Attoliter volumes make femto moles miRNA to nano molar
-Surface activating interactions with targeted cells
-miRNA levels reaching a threshold
-Three dimensional aspects of the RNAs
-EV kinetic aspects make transfers four dimensional
-Resistance to intracellular digestion in phagolysosomes
-Primary and secondary circuits of exosome effectors

15. Conclusions

The plea here is that the miRNA expert community, perhaps in collaboration with
exosome experts, will perform new experiments on molecular and quantitative miRNA
functional effects in systems that include exosome delivery, to be varied in type, dose and
time to hopefully constitute more appropriate carrier effects and truly current canonical
concepts of the consequent miRNA functional transfers by EVs like exosomes.
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Ab Antibody
Ag antigen
APC antigen presenting cells
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DC dendritic cells
DTH delayed-type hypersensitivity
EV extracellular vesicles
FLC free light chains of antibodies
GI gastrointestinal
IP intraperitoneal administration
IV intravenous administration
PO oral administration
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